ENRICHING CANADA THROUGH INDIGENOUS EDUCATION AND BY INSPIRING ACHIEVEMENT
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I am pleased to once more share, on behalf of Indspire’s Board of Directors, an exciting report about Indspire’s many notable achievements over the past twelve months.

Despite the numerous challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, Indspire continued to be a steadfast support for First Nations, Métis, and Inuit students, awarding over $20 million in scholarships, bursaries and awards to 6,245 Indigenous students through the Building Brighter Futures (BBF) program in 2020-21.

None of this would have been possible without the generous support of government and Indigenous leadership, sponsors, and individual donors from across Canada who believe that now, more than ever, investing in Indigenous students is critical to both the process of reconciliation and to Canada as a whole.

Building Brighter Futures: Bursaries, Scholarships and Awards Program Recipients’ Outcomes Report, a report by Indspire’s Research Knowledge Nest, revealed that 89% of Indigenous graduates supported by Indspire find employment following graduation – and 45% of them go on to work within the Indigenous community or with an Indigenous owned business, indicating that reciprocity is very important to Indspire-funded students. Not only are they building brighter futures for themselves, they are also creating change for Indigenous people across Canada.

Although we are proud of the many ways in which Indspire has managed to support Indigenous students through this challenging year, the fact remains that Indigenous people have been disproportionately affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. Our students are still struggling with education-related costs, and unless we continue to support them in effective and innovative ways, they will continue to disproportionately feel the pandemic’s impact.

On behalf of the Board, I would also like to thank Dr. Mike DeGagné, our new President & CEO, who joined us in November 2020 in the middle of this momentous fiscal year, and Roberta Jamieson, our outgoing President & CEO, whose prescient and courageous leadership has been an inspiration. With his extensive background in public service and his longstanding commitment to Indigenizing education across Canada, Mike has gone above and beyond to strengthen Indspire’s voice as an authoritative source of information and support for Indigenous education.

Under his insightful guidance, Indspire has not only continued to be a key support for Indigenous students during this time, it has also expanded its mandate to successfully assist both Indigenous students and educators in the face of unprecedented challenges, re-envisioning events like our National Gathering for Indigenous Education and Soaring, our Indigenous Youth Empowerment Gathering. Although he has only been with us for a relatively short time, the impact of his actions has already been profound.

Chi-miigwech (thank you),

David Tuccaro
CHAIR, BOARD OF DIRECTORS
This past year has been a time of unprecedented change on a global scale — change which has revealed much about what we as a society collectively need, what we have, and where we are ultimately going. Here at Indspire, we quickly realized that there has never been a more critical time to support First Nations, Inuit, and Métis students. With Indigenous communities disproportionately affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, Indigenous students found themselves facing a myriad of pandemic-related challenges.

We endeavoured to respond swiftly to these challenges. Not only did Indspire manage to support over 6,200 Indigenous students with over $20 million in financial assistance through our Building Brighter Futures: Bursaries, Scholarships, and Awards program, we also provided the connection and mentorship that Indigenous students have continually told us they need. Our Rivers to Success Indigenous Mentorship program created a wide variety of innovative resources and hosted numerous events for Indigenous students to keep them grounded with good mentorship and to enhance their educational experience, even in the face of multiple disruptions.

We also continued to provide the kind of effective, ground-breaking programming for both Indigenous educators and indigenous students that our supporters have come to expect, executing highly successful virtual events for both our National Gathering for Indigenous Education and Soaring, our Indigenous Youth Empowerment Gathering. Both multi-day events drew a wide array of attendees and featured popular virtual trade shows as well as thought-provoking workshops.

Indspire’s Research Knowledge Nest also continued to successfully execute its mandate, with the first cohort of Research Assistants completing incisive research about Indigenous post-secondary students and their educational outcomes. With over 3,000 students responding to the Following the Path survey, they were able to garner new insights — not only about how Indigenous students are weathering the pandemic, but also how they are experiencing reconciliation at post-secondary institutions.

At Indspire, we are encouraged to see how the resilience, ingenuity, and strength of Indigenous students is enabling them to succeed despite the obstacles placed in their way by both the pandemic and by the systematic inequalities they faced before 2020. In my very first year as President and CEO of Indspire — a decidedly unconventional year — I am proud to have the opportunity to lead an Indigenous organization that is creating real, systemic change for not only Indigenous students, but also for their communities.
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT AND CEO (CONTINUED)

All of this work would not have been possible without a wide variety of friends and partners who are also committed to the success of Indigenous students. On a personal note, I would like to say chi miigwech (thank you) to the Indspire staff who are resolutely committed to our work, to David Tuccaro, the chair of our board, to all the board of directors who continue to provide expert guidance to our endeavours, and to Roberta Jamieson, whose expert guidance benefited both Indspire and Indigenous students for sixteen years. I would also like to share my gratitude with the governments, corporations, foundations, First Nations, Inuit and Métis leaders, and individual Canadians who have supported and continue to support Indspire. Without the circle of community that all of these stakeholders represent, we would not be able to support Indigenous students in the many ways that we do.

Check out our impact here.

Dr. Mike DeGagné
PRESIDENT AND CEO OF INDSPIRE

BY THE NUMBERS

MORE THAN
$153,000,000 PROVIDED TO STUDENTS SINCE 2004

OVER
49,000 AWARDS DISTRIBUTED SINCE 2004

MORE THAN
$20 Million DISBURSED IN THE 2020-2021 ACADEMIC YEAR TO 6,245 INDIGENOUS STUDENTS

APPROXIMATELY
90% OF BUILDING BRIGHTER FUTURES RECIPIENTS GRADUATE

APPROXIMATELY
45% OF EMPLOYED BUILDING BRIGHTER FUTURES RECIPIENTS WORK IN FIELDS THAT SUPPORT INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES

APPROXIMATELY
89% OF BUILDING BRIGHTER FUTURES GRADUATES HAVE OBTAINED EMPLOYMENT

911 ATTENDED THE NATIONAL GATHERING FOR INDIGENOUS EDUCATION FROM NOVEMBER 25 - 26, 2020 THROUGH THE VFAIRS PLATFORM
In times of profound change, it is vital to chart sustainable paths for the future: paths that are informed by facts and which allow people to walk forward in good, healthy, sustainable ways. And Indspire’s Research Knowledge Nest is doing just that – even in the face of an unprecedented global pandemic.

The Research Knowledge Nest is the first Indigenous research incubator of its kind in Canada. By simultaneously training the next generation of Indigenous analysts through its Research Assistant program and producing revelatory, data-driven insights about the real state of Indigenous education in Canada, the Research Nest’s work is critical to understanding the needs of Indigenous students – and to effecting meaningful change in institutions across the country.

Both aspects of the Research Nest’s mandate dovetailed perfectly this year when the first cohort of Research Assistants produced seven key reports, all of which explored the Indigenous post-secondary educational experience as well as the post-graduation outcomes for Indigenous students in Canada.

The first of these reports, Building Brighter Futures: Bursaries, Scholarships and Awards Recipients’ Outcomes Report, was synthesized from the responses of over 6,500 recipients of Indspire’s Building Brighter Futures: Bursaries, Scholarships, and Awards program. Not only did it reveal that receiving financial assistance has a positive intergenerational and community “ripple” effect on Indigenous students, it also revealed that these students were more likely to seek out opportunities to give back to their communities when financial constraints were removed or alleviated.

Another key report, Insights into Indigenous Post-Secondary Graduates’ Experiences in the Canadian Workforce, was prepared in conjunction with the Canadian Council for Aboriginal Business (CCAB), with the Building Brighter Futures responses being augmented by Statistics Canada data about Indigenous post-graduation employment. From this, we learned that Building Brighter Futures recipients are more likely than other Indigenous respondents to be self-employed – and that they feel high job satisfaction if they are working for Indigenous employers, stating that they were satisfied with their current career, felt valued at work, had a good work-life balance and that their work affects the Indigenous community.

By centring the voices of student respondents in each report, Indspire’s Research Nest ensures that the research taking place is Indigenized, covering both quantitative and qualitative methods of research. It also ensures that this work is ultimately enabling institutions and individuals alike to create a healthier, more sustainable future for Indigenous peoples in Canada.

All of the reports can be found on indspire.ca.
This past year has seen an unconventional beginning to Indspire’s newly revitalized Rivers to Success: Indigenous Mentorship program...but it’s been a remarkable journey! 2020-21 saw over 1,000 participants join this initiative.

With its roots in revelations from Indspire’s 2018 Truth & Reconciliation in Education: Student Experience report, Rivers to Success was heavily shaped by feedback from Indigenous students across the country, who told Indspire that receiving support from Indigenous mentors was essential for them to succeed as they pursued their education. Mentorship is at the heart of many groundbreaking educational initiatives and has particular resonance for Indigenous communities. Indigenous mentors are a valuable source of wisdom, insight, and lessons from life experience.

And we listened.

The new Rivers to Success program emphasizes mentorship, building on the strong foundations of the previous program to bring even more support to Indigenous students at several different stages of their educational journey. The revitalized program features three streams: High School, Post-Secondary and Career Transition.

Using an online Portal through the MentorCity platform, Rivers to Success delivers a wide variety of virtual supports for Indigenous students. At the heart of the program is mentorship, with one-on-one opportunities available for participants in the Post-Secondary and Career Transition streams. Although the program had initially been designed to support both in-person and virtual mentoring, the COVID-19 pandemic saw Rivers to Success operating with an all-virtual focus. After being matched, mentors and mentees have the ability to meet up online, building their mentoring relationship in a supportive, safe place.

Students not only have access to online resources in a wide variety of media on an equally wide array of student-focused topics, they also have access to exclusive event programming, from health & fitness to career-starting strategies to traditional cultural workshops (e.g., ribbon skirt making and harvesting traditional medicines). This blend of customized and cultural resources ensures that they can remain grounded in their own cultures even if they’ve had to leave their communities to study.

In 2020-21, Rivers to Success is planning on creating an Elders Circle to provide even more support and guidance to Indigenous students whenever they need it – a move which will be especially timely as the program gradually transitions to a blend of virtual and in-person events as the pandemic recedes.
Indspire’s annual National Gathering for Indigenous Education got a new look for 2020: an all-virtual platform which delivered the same ground-breaking, thought-provoking content that educators have come to expect. For the very first time, this important forum for Indigenous educators and partners took place virtually over two days from November 26 – 27, 2020. Featuring 8 workshops and over 40 tradeshow booths, the National Gathering attracted 911 attendees who gathered to discuss emerging trends affecting Indigenous students today.

Participants joined the Gathering from multiple venues across the country – and, in fact, many expressed delight that they were able to attend the Gathering for the very first time thanks to its virtual format:

“It was very worthwhile attending. I learned so much from every session and all left me feeling encouraged, empowered, and more confident in my knowledge base. I’m sure the live/in-person events are just amazing (this was my first National Gathering) but I don’t think the Virtual version was lacking at all – it was amazing!”

The 2021 National Gathering for Indigenous Education will also take place virtually from November 24 – 26, 2021.
Guiding the Journey recognizes and celebrates outstanding educators for their achievement and innovation in Indigenous education. These educators work hard to transform Indigenous education across Canada by advocating for updated resources and more cultural teachings in the curriculum; having innovative teaching practices; and helping First Nations, Inuit and Métis students reach their full potential.

Six educators and one organization were honoured at the National Gathering virtually from November 26 - 27, 2020.

2020 Guiding the Journey Recipients:

- Jo-Ann Lindahl
  Community Service
  Mission, BC

- Michelle Ranger
  Innovative Practice
  Calgary, AB

- Celeste Tootoosis
  Language, Culture and Traditions
  North Battleford, SK

- Angie Ortlieb
  Partner in Indigenous Education
  Toronto, ON

- Therese Anderson
  Role Model
  Winnipeg, MB

- Young Indigenous Women’s Utopia
  Organization
  Saskatoon, SK

- Gail Brant-Terry
  Leadership
  Brockville, ON
With unprecedented times come unprecedented challenges. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the rising number of cases throughout the country, Indspire made the decision to postpone the 2020 Soaring: Indigenous Youth Empowerment Gathering to a later date as we took time to reimagine these events.

Soaring is a dynamic event for Indigenous high school students and their educators from across the country. Featuring career information and workshops, dynamic speakers and performers, and a tradeshow with post-secondary institutions and corporate partners from across the country, it allows students to explore their post-graduation options and make plans for the future.

After the resounding success of Soaring in March 2020, Indspire wanted to ensure that the standard for Soaring 2021 was similarly high. Despite the obstacles posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, Indspire worked with a variety of stakeholders, both internal and external, to prepare an immersive, engaging virtual event for Indigenous high school students and the educators who support them.

Soaring took place in May of 2021 during the 2021-2022 fiscal year – and we look forward to sharing key moments from this important event with you next year!

Here’s how important Soaring is to Indigenous students in their own words:

“The best part of the Soaring event was the Spotlight Sessions and each of the panels, on both days. These panels were very informative, and I was able to take away a lot of important information in regards to achieving my goals as a person, connecting culturally, and getting some great advice through these panels.”

“Something that I would say to someone who is interested in attending a future Soaring event is to visit as many booths as possible, and that it is an excellent experience that is both informative and very enjoyable.”

“My favourite part of Soaring was being able to listen to the stories and advice of those on the panels. Being able to learn the stories and struggles of others and how they got through them is incredible and really helped me reflect on myself.”

Helping Indigenous Students Realize Their Educational Dreams
Indspire’s longest running and most well-known program is undoubtedly our Building Brighter Futures: Bursaries, Scholarships, and Awards program, through which hundreds of scholarships, bursaries and awards are disbursed to thousands of Indigenous students every year. Indspire has always recognized that First Nations, Inuit and Métis students may encounter additional barriers to completing their education – a truth that’s borne out by recent research completed by the Indspire Research Knowledge Nest.

Through Indspire’s Building Brighter Futures program, students can receive financial assistance to help pay for school as well as any study-related costs – for example, relocation or transportation expenses, rent, groceries, childcare, or any other expenditures.

Since 2004, in partnership with Indigenous, private, and public sector supporters, Indspire has distributed more than 49,000 scholarships and bursaries, valued at over $153 million, to First Nations, Inuit and Métis students through its Building Brighter Futures program. In 2020-21, Indspire disbursed more than $20 million to 6,245 Indigenous students.

90 per cent of students who have received Building Brighter Futures funding have graduated from a post-secondary institution, and approximately 45 per cent of employed recipients work in fields that support Indigenous people.
Since 1993, the Indspire Awards have honoured 384 First Nations, Inuit, and Métis professionals and youth who demonstrate outstanding career achievement on a national level. Recipients are chosen from a variety of fields including the arts, business, culture, education, health, law, public service, sports, lifetime achievement, and three Youth Awards. Each year, recipients are selected by a national jury of past Laureates. These role models are a source of inspiration for First Nations, Inuit, and Métis people across the country – especially for Indigenous youth.

Just as with Soaring, Indspire made the decision to postpone the 2021 Indspire Awards to June of 2021 due to the swift spread of the COVID-19 pandemic. We’re eagerly anticipating this re-imagined celebration of Indigenous excellence next fiscal year.

In Fall 2020, small media crews went out to the home communities of the twelve 2021 Awards recipients from coast to coast to film short vignettes about the recipients’ work and talk to the people who know them best. The results were insightful, enlightening, and inspirational – and helped us to share the stories of these exemplary Indigenous leaders in our national Indspire Awards broadcast on APTN and CBC in June 2021.

Here’s how Indigenous students feel about the Indspire Awards in their own words:

“To show appreciation and to inspire people to follow their dreams and that they can have a future.”

“Meeting other indigenous students and learning new opportunities that will build my future.”

“Seeing and getting to know the people that inspire others, including myself, to find our voice.”

Alicia Aragutak
2020 INDSPIRE AWARD RECIPIENT
FOR YOUTH – INUIT
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Indspire’s financial statements for the year ending March 31, 2021 were audited by MNP LLP and can be found here: https://indspire.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Indspire-Mar-21-Financial-Statements-EN.pdf
The financial support received for the National Gathering helps bring educators from across the country together to learn from eight workshops and presentations over two days. It allows these educators to explore Canada's rich Indigenous cultures, traditions, and histories and bring them back to their classrooms from coast-to-coast-to-coast and engages educators in activities that will support success for their Indigenous K-12 students. The Guiding the Journey: Indigenous Educator Awards, which recognize Indigenous educators who have made valuable contributions to community-based education and honour the principles of Indigenous knowledge, are also given out at the National Gathering.
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BUILDING BRIGHTER FUTURES SUPPORTERS

We know that investing in one Indigenous student benefits their immediate family for generations to come. Your generous donation helps Indigenous students to achieve their dreams of academic success. Indspire’s Building Brighter Futures: Bursaries, Scholarships and Awards are distributed annually to First Nations, Inuit and Métis students who are attending approved post-secondary institutions.

In 2020-2021, Indspire provided over $20 million through 6,245 bursaries and scholarships to First Nations, Inuit and Métis students across Canada. Your financial support means they can complete their education, become self-sufficient, and give back to their communities.
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- Queen’s University
- Rogers Communications Inc.
- University of Calgary
- University of Victoria - Faculty of Law
- Via Rail Canada Inc.

$25,000 - $49,999
- AFOA Canada Potash
- Air Canada
- Amiskwes: Semaganis Worme Family Foundation
- Margaret Atwood
- Baker Hughes Canada Company
- Bank of Canada
- BMO Financial Group
- Brescia University College
- Barbara and David Bresver
- Bruce Power

$10,000 - $24,999
- AFOA Canada Potash
- Air Canada
- Amiskwes: Semaganis Worme Family Foundation
- Margaret Atwood
- Baker Hughes Canada Company
- Bank of Canada
- BMO Financial Group
- Brescia University College
- Barbara and David Bresver
- Bruce Power
• CAE Inc.
• Caisse De Depot et Placement Du Quebec
• Neil & Katherine Camarta
• Cambrian College
• CANDO
• Carleton University
• Children’s Aid Foundation
• Corus Entertainment
• CWB Welding Foundation
• Dalhousie University
• Deloitte
• Giant Tiger
• Peter Gilgan Foundation
• HSBC Bank Canada
• Huron University College
• Imperial
• Indigenous Bar Association
• Indigenous Institutes Consortium
• John and Catherine Kelly
• KPMG Foundation
• Joan and Bob Lehman
• LNG Canada
• Moore Ching Fund
• New Gold Inc.
• Ontario Power Generation
• Power Corporation of Canada
• Seven Generations Energy
• Shell Canada Limited
• Andrew Shore
• Sun Life Financial
• Suncor Energy Foundation
• Tachane Foundation Inc.
• Teck Resources Ltd
• TransAlta Corporation
• Trent University
• Trotter Family Foundation
• Viterra
• Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company
• WSP

**$25,000 - $99,999**
• Accenture
• AltaGas
• Altalink
• APTN
• ARC Resources
• Audrey Hellyer Charitable Foundation
• BASF Canada Inc.
• Betty Averbach Foundation
• BOLT Charitable Foundation
• Steve Bornemann
• Boyd-Myles Foundation
• Canada Malting
• Canadian National Railway
• Canadian Nurses Foundation
• Canadian Pacific
• Canadian PR Foundation
• Cassels
• Caswell Family
• Church of St. Clement
• Citibank
• Cordelio Power
• Dialog Design
• Dixon Mitchell Investment Counsel
• DOW Canada
• Bill and Penny Eakin
• Georgian College
• Graham
• Horatio Alger Foundation
• HudBay Minerals Inc.
• Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO)
• Ingenium
• Inuit Art Foundation
• Roberta Jamieson
• Jazz Aviation LP
• Kaizen Institute
• Pat Kealey
• KPMG
• Manitoba Hydro
• Manitoba Institute of Trades and Technology (MITT)
• McCarthy Tetrault
• McGuire Purcell Family Bursary
• Yvonne Mercer
• Mosaic Forest Management
• New Brunswick Community College
• Nunatsiaq News
• Nutrien
• Okanagan College
• Petro-Canada
• Piikani Youth and Education Foundation
• Shopify
• Skylark Benefaction Fund
• Society of United Professionals
• Southern Chiefs Economic Development Corp
• SSR Mining
• St. Paul’s University College (University of Waterloo)
• St. Thomas University
• Stantec
• Superior Propane
• T.E. Investment Council
• TriOS College & Eastern College
• University of Prince Edward Island (UPEI)
• Vancouver Fraser Port Authority
• Wells Fargo/UVWW
• Wesley Nicol Foundation

**OTHER DONORS TO BBF**
• Charlotte Burnstine
• Canadian Federation of University Women – Guelph
• EACOM Timber Corporation
• Landscape Architecture Canada Foundation
• Marcia Perryman
• Petro-Canada
• Birendra and Sushma Prasada
• Pratt & Whitney Canada
• South Dundas Windfarm
• STRAIT Group Ltd.
• Unit E Investments
• Wood Environmental

**APPRENTICESHIP, SKILLED TRADES AND TECHNOLOGY BURSARIES**
• Imperial
• Shell Canada Limited
• Suncor Energy Foundation
BRIGHTER FUTURES CIRCLE

Donations made between April 1, 2020 - March 31, 2021.

The Brighter Futures Circle is a group of dedicated donors who want to deepen their connection with Indspire and expand their support of Indigenous students.

$25,000+
• Areez Gangji and Jamie Ricci
• Frank McCreery
• A. E. Herring
• George Gibbons
• Karim Suleman and Zahra Jaffer
• Marjorie Cameron
• Omar Khan
• Sachdev Sidhu
• Hilary Pearson and Michael Sabia

$10,000 - $14,999
• Ann Guthrie
• Anonymous
• Conor McCreery
• John Cullen
• Marsha Copp and John Clark
• Nath-Cheuk Family
• Philip Davis
• Susan Greer

$5,000 - $9,999
• Anonymous (2)
• Audrey Kenny
• Christopher Burton
• Colin MacKenzie
• Don and Heather Perrier
• Dr. Zoe Unger Medicine Professional Corp
• Frank Palkovits
• Heath Wallie

$1,000 - $4,999
• A Brien Oliphant
• Aaron Rothstein
• Allan Grose
• Ann and Klaus Wirsig
• Anna Martha Ottenbreit
• Anne Marie O’Brien
• Anonymous (19)
• Barbara McGregor
• Barbara Murchie
• Beverly Ensom
• Bonnie Park
• Brendan Mulroy
• Brett Taylor & Barbara Hill-Taylor
• Brian Gray
• Bryce Stewart
• Cameron Black
• Carol Slama
• Carole Styres
• Carolyn Anthony
• Carolyn Campbell
• Catherine Statton
• Cathleen Sullivan
• Cecile Berube
• Charlene Codner
• Charles and Susanne Armitage
• Cheryl Cho
• Christine Fast
• Christopher and Carolyn Allworth
• Christopher Carter
• Christopher Kelly
• Cornelia M. Groep
• Darrell and Cecielle Beaulieu
• David Clarry
• David Robinson
• David Wright
• Dawn Bell
• Deborah Ellis
• Delia Crawford
• Denise Unrau
• Derek Chen
• Derek Hawksley
• Dorothy Washburn
• Douglas Southam
• Drew Wells

$1,000 - $4,999
• Drisanna Chow
• Edward Keys
• Elaine Porter
• Electa Aust
• Else Manue DePauw
• Emmanuelle Drewitt
• Eric Ready
• Ernest Bergbusch
• Estate of Victor W. McNamara
• F. Joyce and William Young
• Gail Hegquist
• Gary McNally
• Gertrud J. Lewis
• Gordon and Shirley Nelson
• Gorge and Judy Gardiner
• H. Douglas Ramsay
• Hannah Evans
• Heather A. MacDougall
• Helen Macdonald
• Hugh M. O’Connell
• Hugh Wilson and Frances Wilkinson
• Human Resources Professionals Association (HRPA)
• Iain Chalmers
• In memory of Dr. Richard Blackburn
• James Stanford
• James Vogtle
• James Walkus
• Jane Macintosh
• Janet Duval
• Jean Fulton
• Jean Stilwell
• Joan Eakin
• Joan P. Ridout
• Joan Rossiter
• John and Cathy Kelly
• John and Patricia Flannagan
• Joseph Stanford
• Karen Wishart
• Kathleen M. Ramsay
• Kathleen Norman

$5,000 - $9,999
• Kenneth A. Hamilton
• Kimberly Barber
• Leighann Basadur
• Leona Kolla & Alfred Schultz
• Lewis Abbott
• Liat and David Ross
• Linda J. Menard-Watt
• Lloyd Karges
• Lois Pohlman
• Lorna Heuchert
• Louise Jacques
• Louise Stewart
• Lynne Howarth
• Margaret Cugnet
• Margaret Taylor-Sevier
• Mary Anne Peters
• Mary McDougall Maude
• Mary S. Gordon
• Matt Hammond
• Merle C. Doherty
• Michael and Betty Gibbins
• Michael and Colleen Sidford
• Michael Fitzpatrick
• Michael Manley-Casimir
• Michaelaenla McLaughlin
• Michelle MacKinnon
• Nancy Bailey
• Nancy Kleer
• Nancy MacDonald
• Norma Petsche
• Oliver Lennox-King
• Patricia Guinlock
• Patricia Pigeon
• Paul Boothe
• Paul Clifford
• Paul Sharkey
• Paul Taylor
• Paul Tsaparis
• Phil and Linda English
• Pilar Camargo Plazas
• Purnima Sen
• Rae Thompson
• Rainbow Choi
• Rebekah Jobling

$500 - $999
• Regine Frost
• Renee Gomes
• Rob Carrick
• Robert Eaton
• Ronald Veale
• Rudy Gasparelli
• Sabrina Yoong
• Sandra MacKenzie and Bruce Billinger
• Shannon Boyle
• Sheila Croft
• Sheldon Green
• Sisters of Instruction of the Child Jesus
• Sue Wilson
• Susan J. Weeden
• Susan Marrier
• Susan Port
• Susan Wismer
• Suzanne Dubue
• Suzanne Duncan
• Sylvia Mangalam
• Terry Feldman
• Theresa Lynett
• Valerie McDonald and Bruce Stratton
• Vera Bornschein
• Victoria Stratton
• Vincenta Cheng
• Wayne and Vina Parker
• William Brown
• William Fee
• William Frisken
• William Landry
• Wong Chau Choo
• Zohra Docrat
• Amy Wadley
Indspire is grateful to our donors and sponsors who made a positive impact on Indigenous education and in the lives of Indigenous students, their families and the future of this country. Thank you for your dedication!

**ANNUAL DONORS**

$20,000+
- Anonymous (3)
- Aneel Bhusri
- Bouchier Family Charitable Trust
- Business Development Bank of Canada
- Kijiji Canada Ltd.
- Donner Canadian Foundation
- Elizabeth King
- Jerry Ackerman and Eleanor Macklin
- Loren Padelford
- Neil Attenborough
- Oriole Foundation
- PayPal Charitable Giving Fund
- Rogers Foundation
- Sephora
- Taylor Talesin Foundation
- The Pamela Dillon & Family Gift Fund
- Travelers Canada

$10,000 - $19,999
- Anonymous (2)
- 2140169 Ontario Ltd.
- Amicus Foundation
- Black & Decker Canada Inc.
- Boys and Girls Clubs of Canada
- Cameron Little
- Canada Foundation for Innovation
- Canadian Education Exchange Foundation
- Canadian National Christian Foundation
- Chimp Charitable Impact Foundation
- David Lucas
- Freedom International Brokerage Company
- Google Inc.
- Jeannine Deveau Achievement Fund
- Jeremy Hodgson
- Kreiner Family Fund
- Marjorie Evans and Geoffrey Evans
- Private Giving Foundation
- Directors Charity Fund
- Sid Brodovsky and Cary Shafir
- Turkstra Foundation
- Will Troost and Porsha Troost
- Franklin and Diana Bouma
- Griggs Family Foundation
- Ian MacLeod
- Janice Wright
- Karen Yearsley
- Mary M. Higginson
- Michael Ivany
- Pennies from Heaven
- Peter Gilgan Foundation
- Remembering Otto and Marie Pick Charitable Foundation
- Sally Issenman
- Sarah Millar and Koker Christiansen
- Smit-Vander Zaag Giving Fund
- The Jonah Group Ltd.
- The Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Company
- The Wood Family Charitable Foundation
- Throop Family Foundation
- Thunder Fund
- Timothy D. Mayer Charitable Foundation
- Tuc’s Contracting Ltd.
- We Make Websites
- William and Lucille Poole
- William Benson

$5,000 - $9,999
- Anonymous (2)
- AGF Investments Inc.
- Bax Investments Ltd.
- Beverley Martin
- Cidel Asset Management Inc.
- Clarius Foundation
- Drake Construction Ltd.
- Elizabeth Milne
- Emond Publishing

$2,500 - $4,999
- Anonymous (5)
- AJT Foundation
- All Purpose Creative
- Anne Larkin
- Arlene and Colin Jackson
- Bruna Nota
- Canadian Tire Corporation Ltd.
- Canadian Unitarian Council
- Catherine Deluz
- Catherine Lace
- Charities Aid Foundation of Canada
- Charles and Judith van Duren Foundation
- Christopher Mayo
- Copernicus Educational Products
- David Finstad
- Dream Office LP
- Earnest Ice Cream
- Ellen Murray
- Greig and Carolyn Clark
- Heather Sheehan
- Helen Meyer
- Ilana Ross
- Informal Systems
- KPMG LLP
- Leslie Snell
- Melodie Vidal
- Pecan Foundation
- Peter Kerr
- QuadReal Property Group
- SJ Foundation
- The Goodman Family Foundation
- The Tonglen Foundation
- Throw the Switch Igor! Foundation
- Troy Beretta and Anne Beretta
- United Way Centraide Ottawa

$1,000 - $2,499
- Anonymous (50)
- Abundance Canada
- Adam Gray
- Alan Doak and Erin Doak
- Alexandra Hebert
- Alfredo and Alisen Santa Ana
- Allen McAfee
- Amanda Murdoch
- Amy Longo
- Anderson Therapy Services
- Anne McConnell
- Apple Inc.
- Arsenault-Moore Family Foundation
- Art Smith
- Barbara Young
- Barry Wiens
- Betty Kehler
- Big Brothers Big Sisters of Canada
- Brianna McKelvie
- Bright Funds Foundation
- Fund at CAF America
- Briggta Gamm
- Brook Papau
- Brother Brian McCain
- C & C Family Foundation
- Capacity Canada
- Carole Ahmad
- Carolyn Campbell
- Carolyn Gooding and Grant Gooding
- Catherine Lyons
- Catherine Vanner
- Charles Price
- Cheesew Coin
- Chellan Hoffman
- Cheryl Sutherland
- Chris Beingsesser and Brenda Baisley
- Chris Clark Fund
- Christina Mills
- Christine Singh
- Clayton Gytokus Fund

$1,000 - $2,499
- Anonymous (50)
- Abundance Canada
- Adam Gray
- Alan Doak and Erin Doak
- Alexandra Hebert
- Alfredo and Alisen Santa Ana
- Allen McAfee
- Amanda Murdoch
- Amy Longo
- Anderson Therapy Services
• Allan Davies
• Allan H. Wachowich
• Alvin Tran
• Amanda Johnson
• Amedeo De Rege
• Amelia Affleck
• Amelia Wehlau
• Ana Maria Solana-Tristant
• Andrea J. Sprakman
• Andrew Johnson and Edward Jonasson
• Andrea S. Adams
• Andrew Harington
• Andrew MacNeil
• Andrew Watt
• Andrew Weishar
• Andrew Wright
• Aniki Saha-Yannopoulos
• Anita MacLean
• Anke Naas and Peter Naas
• Ann Armstrong
• Ann Manuel
• Ann Wachner
• Anna Binswanger-Healy
• Anna Kammenga
• Anna Tran
• Anne Clemens
• Anne Collins
• Anne Gilbert
• Anne Harvey
• Anne L. Le Dressay
• Anne Louise Parker
• Anne Raine
• Anthea Lovindsor
• Anthony Ashley
• Antje C. Laidier
• Anton Colijn
• Antonia Codispoti
• Archie and Margaret Tannock
• Arden Ellis
• Ariana Lopes Morey
• Arlene Clement
• Arlene Oakes
• Ashley Richards-Dixon
• Astrid Buss-Adams

• Audrey Cameron
• Ausma Ozolin
• B.W. Accents Incorporated
• Barbara Dubrule
• Barbara E. Fisk
• Barbara Farren
• Barbara Inniss
• Barbara Kraler
• Barbara Leroy
• Barbara M. Bitzer
• Barbara M. Byers
• Barbara Markovits
• Barbara Scott
• Barbara Warren
• Barend Beekhuizen
• Barry Holmes
• Barry Reiman
• Basile Pogue
• Beatrix Schimer
• Benedicte Brueder
• Béatrice Pelletier
• Benjamin Langer
• Benjamin O’Connor and Ashley Boucher
• Bernard Clérin
• Bernard Leger
• Bertha Wieler
• Beth Dubeau
• Beth Fanjoy
• Beth Levin
• Betty Logan
• Betty Nelson-French
• Beverley Bailey
• Beverley Bailey
• Beverley Burlock
• Beverley Cheung
• Beverley J. Coburn
• Beverly Williams
• BGI's Students Society
• Biguay Bhattacharjee
• Blink
• Bob G. Boase
• Bonita Hart
• Bonnie E. Vadacchino
• Bonnie L. Stephen
• Bonnie Watts
• Brenda and Ian Darling
• Brenda Anne Moffatt
• Brenda Bourdeau
• Brenda Cadman
• Brenda Cameron Couch
• Brenda Clark
• Brendon Yorke
• Brett Cyr
• Brian Chaytor
• Brian Holmes
• Brian J. Metcalfe
• Brian McIntosh
• Brian Owens
• Bridget Bayliss
• Brigitta Jobling
• Brita L. Zük
• Britt Mollerstedt
• Britanny Burdick
• Bruce Edington and Maggie Edington
• Bruce Innes
• Bruce Metzler
• Brunico Communications Ltd.
• Brynn Ostvik
• C.A. Joan Ingram
• Canada's Next Top Ad Exec
• Canadian Institute of Management
• Capital Unitarian Universalist Congregation
• Carleen Keer
• Carol Pellet
• Carol Davison
• Carol Linklater
• Carol M. Labar
• Carole Drouin
• Carole J. Tynan
• Carole-Anne Marceau
• Carrie Lawson
• Carroll Hodge
• Carlyle Connolly
• Cassim Bhabha
• Catharine Lewis
• Catherine Cornell
• Catherine Flatt
• Catherine Gaw
• Catherine Howells
• Catherine L. Eddy
• Catherine P. Mason
• Catherine Rand
• Catherine Rubincam
• Celia Chassels
• Centreïde Quebec, Chaudière-Appalaches et Bas-Saint-Laurent
• Chad Bender
• Chantal Læreau
• Chantelle Grohn
• Charlene J. Saxton
• Charles and Irene Harrison
• Charles and Maxine Prentice
• Charles Heroux
• Charles K. Minns
• Charlotte Jones
• Charlotte Rollans
• Cheryl Bawtree
• Cheryl Bradley
• Cheryl D. Shook
• Cheryl LaFrance
• Cheryl Marion
• Cheryl Tatz
• Cheryenne Arbulu-Pelletier
• Chloe R. Clark
• Chris Aylott and Mary Newell
• Chris K. MacKimmie
• Chris Flax
• Chris Patterson and Rosanna Pietrangeli
• Chris Pike
• Christine Sloma
• Christopher Depatie
• Christopher Wiebe
• Christy-Ann Conlin
• Clare McDonald
• Clarence C. Wallace
• Claudine Rodenburgh
• Clive Waldron
• CLMPC
• Code for Canada
• Colin Rothfels
• Colleen Haney
• Constance J. Dickson
• Copper Marketing
• Coral B. Jewell
• Courtney Seeger
• Craig Benson
• Crystal Johanson
• Curtis Sands
• Cynthia Hyland
• Cynthia MacLeod
• Cynthia Wilkey
• D. Arcand and A. Karmali
• D. Gillian Thompson
• Dagmar Cox
• Daniel Allen
• Daniel Martell
• Daniela Correa Orozco
• Danielle Poulin
• Daphne Cole
• Darcy Hansen
• Darlene Angus
• Darlene Sorenson
• Darnell Andries
• David Blair Mason
• David Buckley and Jane Buckley
• David Critoph
• David Derry
• David Dunham and Marie Schommer
• David Flas
• David Fry
• David Healey
• David Lee
• David M. Alton
• David Ohrling
• David Overholt
• David Poiève
• David Prowse
• David Worts
• Dawn Sawford
• Dean Morrison
• Dean Percy
• Debbie Hardy
• Deborah and Michael Berrill
• Deborah Bates
• Deborah Eisán
• Deborah Mayotte
• Deborah Seguin
• Debra Cornier
• Debra Dalton
• Denham Corporation
• Derek and Joan Bishop
• Derek Murphy
• Desjardins
• Diana Tipoff
• Diane J. Vinodrai
• Diane King
• Diane Wallace
• Diane Wilson
• Dianne Newell
• Dieter Ropke
• Dominique McMahan
• Don Mohoruk
• Don Paice
• Donald and Dorothy Titus
• Donald Armstrong
• Donald bore
• Donald Lewis
• Donald Marshall
• Donald Sherman and Jean Sherman
• Dora Miranda
• Doreen Spence
• Doris Re Flans
• Dorothy Bond
• Dorothy Harder
• Dorothy M. Fisher
• Dorothy Read
• Dorothy Trachtenberg
• Doug James
• Doug Paget
• Douglas Galloway
• Douglas Kirkaldy
• Douglas Morren
• Douglas Morris
• Douglas Symington
• Dr. Christy R. Bressette
• Drew McNair
• Dylan Mason
• Dylan Scanlan Lane
• E. P. Patterson
• E. A. Saddlemeyer
• E. Gerald Seltzer
• ECPS UBC
• Edmund Pedersen
• Edna A. Hajnal
• Edna Lowe
• Edward J. Noury
• Egon Holzwarth
• Eileen Dobell
• Eileen Doner
• Eileen Philp
• Elaine Clark
• Elaine M. Giesbrecht
• Elaine Sloan
• Eleanor Lobo-Lee
• Eleanor Ward
• Elisa Nobrega
• Elizabeth Cowper
• Elizabeth Luce
• Elizabeth Pentland
• Elizabeth Phillips
• Elizabeth Sime
• Elizabeth Taylor
• Ellen Davis
• Elspeth Ross
• Emer O'Toole
• Emilia Lang
• Emilio and Jules Ciampini
• Emily Jaarsma
• Emily Kelly Medicine
• Professional Corporation
• Eric Filion
• Eric Schliperoort
• Erin Jamieson
• Erskine Flook
• Ethel Kostman
• Eugene Anton
• Evan Cooper
• Everett Aukena
• Ewa J. Nobert
• F. Ron Varley
• Fabrice Jaubert
• Fanchea Ehman
• Fauna and Eliza Kingdon
• Four Corners Group Inc.
• Fran Moscall
• Frances Deverell
• Frances Johnson
• Frances L. Tanner
• Frances M. Down
• Francine Odette
• Francois Villeneuve
• Frank Marchioni
• Frank Pole and Jeanette Pole
• Fred and Nancy Chipman
• Fred Larsen
• Fred Morgan
• Fresh Art & Design Inc.
• Friendly as Onion Fund
• G. K. Carey
• Gail Cooper
• Gail K. Payne
• Gaille Musgrove
• Gardener Cady
• Gareth Lind
• Garth Huffman and Mary Huffman
• Gary and Jean Goodman
• Gary and Muriel Hansen
• Gary Boomgaardt
• Gary Boyes
• Gary Sawayama
• Gavin Watt
• Gella Rothstein
• George A. Ireland
• George Ade
• George King
• George Still
• Gerald Correia
• Gerald Helleiner
• Gerald Mercer
• Gilbert Belisle
• Gillda Valli
• Glen Fox
• Glen Mattinson
• Glen Newell
• Glenn L. Rogers
• Gordon and Louise Mason
• Gordon Arthur
• Gordon Graham
• Graeme Norton
• Graham Arlett
• Graham Roebuck
• Grant W. Scott
• Grant Aucinchloss
• Grant Hunter
• Gregory Adams
• Gregory Marshall
• Greta Liebel
• Gudrun Curri
• Guy Perry
• Gwynyth Walsh
• H. F. Kemp
• Hannah Oatley
• Harley B. Wilbur
• Harley Forden
• Harriet Zaidman
• Harrison-Walker Family Foundation
• Heather Daymond
• Heather Hesson
• Heather Keatley
• Heather Leighton
• Heather M. Fowler
• Heather Pearce
• Hein Mathis
• Helen Austin
• Helen Findlay
• Helen M. Lee
• Helen Molloy
• Helen Mukanik
• Helen Riordon
• Helene Auclair
• Helene Tomson
• Helga M. Allingham
• Henry Wright
• Hilary Donaldson
• Hilda A. Power
• Howard Lee
• Hugh Alley and Diana Alley
• Hugh Mackenzie
• Ian and Patricia Calvert
• Ian Marshall
• Ian Perry
• Ilona Hitchcock
• Ina Maier
• Ingrid E. Schilling
• Ingrid M. Yearwood
• Irene Berry
• Irene Longley
• Isabel O’Hanley
• Isobel G. Raven
• Ivor M. Fleming
• Jack and Gloria Hui-Litster
• Jackie Silverberg
• Jaclyne Ooi
• Jacob Kay
• Jacqueline Brooks
• Jacqueline Potters
• Jaigl Mathai
• James Abel
• James Cargin
• James D. Dekker
• James Maynard
• James McLean
• James Piper
• James W. Robertson
• Jan Michaels
• Jane Bouchette
• Jane Copeland
• Jane Hollier
• Jane Luce
• Jane M. Sather
• Jane Monaghan
• Jane Osborn
• Jane Patrick
• Jane Reble
• Jane Sutherland
• Janet and Alain Kennedy
• Janet G. Macinnis
• Janet Keeffe
• Janet MacPhee
• Janet P. Whitney
• Jane Savard
• Janice Henderson
• Janice McCaley
• Janice Nicholls
• Janice Thielenaus
• Janine Miller
• Janine Muller
• Jason MacIsaac
• Jay Brown
• Jean Greig
• Jean Grieve
• Jean R. Murray
• Jean S. Dougherty
• Jeanette McGrath
• Jeanne Armitage
• Jeanne Alkavec
• Jeannie Rosenberg
• Jean-Paul Belvalacqua
• Jennifer J. Fellows
• Jennifer Schacker
• Jerome Thevenot
• Jessica Hannaford
• Jessica Miller
• Jessie S. Venters
• Jill Balfour
• Jim Burrows
• Jing Loh
• Joan Bonk-MacKenzie
• Joan Cowan
• Joan Crowe
• Joan Ellis-Hill
• Joan Hayes Varley
• Joan L. Berge
• Joan Macallum
• Joan Moore
• Joan Nathanson
• Joan Phillips
• Joan Simpson
• Joan Sinclair
• Joan Strack
• Joan Sutcliffe
• Joan Van Daalen
• Jo-Ann Archibald
• Jo-Anne Archibald
• Joanne Nedzelski
• Joel Sajna
• Joel Tourigny
• Joanna A. Raisanen
• Johanna Deckert
• Johanna Bechtold
• Johanna Beauvilliers
• Johanne Lalonde
• John Abraham
• John and Jocelyn Willis
• John and Marta Fraser
• John B. Van Every
• John Butter and Elaine Butter
• John Cairns
• John F. Purdy
• John Graham-Pole
• John H. Kennedy
• John Hanlin
• John Harrison and Belle Harrison
• John Keyes
• John Leech
• John M. Thompson
• John MacKay
• John MacNicol
• John Martens
• John Murray
• John Nazareth
• John Piet⭐chuk
• John R. Edwards
• John R. Green
• John Roeleveld
• John Vandermeulen
• John Waters
• John Wilton
• Jon Eldridge
• Jordan Edgecombe
• Jose Ricardo De Mello
• Brandao
• Joseph Lobo
• Joseph Mayer
• Josh Beanlands
• Josianne Paul
• Joy Tataryn
• Joyce M. Abbott
• Joyce M. Abbott
• Joyce M. Tremmel
• Judi Spear
• Judith Stapp
• Judith Cooper
• Judith Curtis
• Judith Day
• Judith F. Niesing
WITHIN A GENERATION, EVERY INDIGENOUS STUDENT WILL GRADUATE

IN-KIND SUPPORTERS

- Rogers Communications Inc.
- Walrus Foundation
- The Printing House